THOUGHTFUL
DATA

FOREWORD
Following the unexpected but glorious
response to our Data 2030 paper we are
proud to present Data 2032, sharing our
latest thinking in what the dataverse of
the next decade will look like.
There are many forces driving the evolution of data:
Privacy and competition: With the demise of cookies
and increased regulation we’re seeing increasing
tension between commercial growth and privacy.
Is privacy hampering growth (see a post Brexit UK
edging away from the principles of GDPR) or a
competitive advantage (Apple’s stance on privacy)?
Centralisation or decentralisation: The opportunities
of blockchain and its associated smart contracts and
cryptocurrencies are enormous, but the risks, not least
the lack of understanding about its impact on business,
are daunting. Companies need to embrace this
challenge.
Data hoarding or cooperation: Should companies still
try to own as much data as possible or is it time to find
data partners with whom to build data co-operatives?
And is it time to embrace open data and use your data
skills to practice data for social good?

And finally, the well-trodden path of AI or Humans
(or AI AND Humans): what is data’s role in decision
making versus innovation and how can creative and
performance build from each other rather than being
pitted against each other?
These forces merit exploration, but we want
to expand the data conversation to explore
under-represented subject areas such as data
interoperability, considered decisioning and one
of my favourite subjects, the role of data in
sustainable marketing.
We encourage everyone to think differently about
data; to embrace our belief that data will play a
positive and key role in creating sustainable
businesses, a more diverse workforce, a fairer
society over the next decade. By 2032 Data will be
synonymous with innovation, with creativity and
most importantly data will be the heart of an
increasingly humanised relationship between brand
and consumer.
We hope you enjoy reading this, let us know what
you think.
Di Mayze
Global Head of Data & AI, WPP
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INTRODUCTION
Data use is at a tipping point. We’ve reached the end
of the giddy years of data experimentation and
boundless appetites and we’re entering a time of
thoughtful, considerate use regulated by consumer
expectations as much as legislation. By 2032 we will
be more mindful of data’s financial cost, but also its
cost to society and the environment.

In 2020 we issued our
Data 2030 report.
We’ll revisit a number of the themes
covered in the original report:
• the explosion of data,
• its role as a decision maker and
• the professionalisation of the data domain,

but let’s start by looking at the
topic of control.
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SHARED CONTROL

THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
ESTIMATES THE IMPACT FROM
PRODUCTIVITY AND
COMPETITION BENEFITS
ENABLED BY PERSONAL DATA
MOBILITY AT £27.8BN INCREASE
IN UK GDP. THE CONTRIBUTION
TO GDP THAT DIGITAL
INNOVATION ENABLED BY
PERSONAL DATA MOBILITY,
IS LIKELY TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY
GREATER1.”
CTRLShift, DCMS 2018

Between 2020 and 2030 the imbalances in data
processing capability between companies and
between individuals and companies will come to
a head.

DATA INTEROPERABILITY
Interoperability, alongside other major changes
such as the long-awaited demise of 3rd party
cookies (still clinging on by their biscuit
crumbs), will transform the data market. But
what is interoperability? Data portability as
envisaged by GDPR is simply the ability for
individuals to obtain their data from data
collectors. It’s an often slow and cumbersome
process. Data interoperability on the other hand
is the development of standards that enable
data to be transferred between organisations in
real time. Interoperability will make it far easier
for users to take their data and their business
elsewhere as well as giving businesses,
governments and other industries access to
data that can supercharge their understanding
of the environments in which they operate.
Governments are banking on interoperability
stimulating the economy and generating the
sort of innovation and competition seen in the
UK financial retail sector following it’s
implementation of the EU’s PSD2 directive.

In our original report we predicted disruption in
the personal data market, driven by regulation
and social dissatisfaction. This perhaps was our
boldest prediction, but three emerging trends
give us confidence.
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1. CTRLShift, DCMS DATA MOBILITY: The personal data portability growth opportunity for the UK
economy, 2018
2. The big tech firms in the US and Chinas typically have far greater data processing capabilities
than other companies and have been referred to as data monopolies or oligarchs.
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Data interoperability is not inevitable
and we predict that just as with
personal data regulation today, the
US, APAC and EU take different
routes. The devil will be in the detail
of interoperability regulation with
scope varying from all data, including
user experience data, to limited sets
such as purchase or login data. As we
are in the busines of predictions, we
do suspect the EU would be the most
disruptive of any regulations as
interoperability is already a key
component of the EU’s strategy for
data. The EU Digital Markets Act is
well on its way to approval3. This act
is designed to limit the monopolistic
power of digital ‘gate-keepers’. It
contains portability clauses (real time
portability and giving business users
access to their own data and the
data generated by their users on the
gatekeepers’ platforms) but these
largely strengthen the conditions
already demanded by GDPR. The
Data Act, which is following swiftly
behind, focusses on the question of
interoperability. Its purpose is to
facilitate data sharing, between
governments, businesses and other
organisations. The Data Act seeks to
improve the mechanisms of data
sharing while still respecting
individual rights, IP and trade secrets.

THE DATA ACT WILL
UNLOCK VAST TROVES
OF INDUSTRIAL DATA
AND CONTRIBUTE TO
THE EMERGENCE OF A
SOVEREIGN SINGLE
MARKET FOR DATA.”
Thierry Breton, Commissioner for
Internal Market, EU
The effectiveness of interoperability
regulation will be related to its scope.
Too limited and nothing will change
because consumers will have little
reason to switch from dominant
platforms such as Google and
Facebook. Full interoperability, on the
other hand, could weaken these
platforms, remove all incentive to
invest in platforms and see a return to
the 1992-era chatroom. Nostalgia
aside, no-one wants that to repeat
that experience.
At WPP, we believe interoperability
has the potential to reconfigure the
digital business model in which

3 The internal market committee approved its position on the Digital Services Act on 14 December. Parliament votes
15 December. Negotiations with the EU governments will begin in the first half of 2022.

customer data is both currency and
product. At present, there is value in
collecting large volumes of data,
holding that data close, and
generating financial returns by selling
it or through advertising and
customer marketing. In a scenario
where the scope of interoperability is
extensive, advertising platforms and
data resellers would have to
differentiate themselves through the
quality not quantity of the customer
profiles they offer: customer data
would no longer be a volume game.
We would expect to see ever more
complex and unique user profiles,
stitched together from multiple
sources of data and tailored to the
needs of advertisers. We predict the
process of profile building might itself
become a specialist activity – one
which companies find easier to
outsource than master. Google,
Facebook and Amazon currently
dominate the customer data market
and have the skills, resources and
motivation to develop those
high-quality profiles as well as the
advertising technology to exploit
them. Whether large scale publishers
use the opportunity of
interoperability to challenge these
giants with their own advertising
networks is something we’ll be
watching closely.
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ADVERTISING

SOCIAL LED
PLATFORMS
PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

Social platforms, including
niche services such as the
exercise focussed Strava, must
recruit large numbers of users
to be successful because their
customers use the platforms
to interact with others.
Network effects help these
platforms grow. These
platforms generate huge
histories of data which makes
customers reluctant to leave.

Organisations use their
customer data to tailor
communication and experience
and in product research. Those
with large volumes of data and
well-staffed analytics
departments (or the funds to
outsource this work) can use
data to improve loyalty and find
new product and market
opportunities. Data has boosted
the advantages large companies
have always had in such R&D.

Google, Facebook and Amazon
dominance will likely continue,
but it will be based on the
quality of their consumer
profiles and advertising
technologies. Publishers will be
less dependent on these
companies for access to
consumers, but will still need to
incentivise consumers to
transfer their data: high quality
content will still be critical.

Network effects will remain, but it
will become easier for customers
to transfer their social histories
and therefore reduce reluctance
to switch to new platforms. One
outcome might be that
individuals use a greater number
of social platforms – with
platforms appealing to niche
hobbies and interests seeing
more success. Alongside this, we
could see a market for solutions
which consolidate social
accounts– Hootsuite for
consumers if you like.

The collection of data will be less
of an obstacle, but organisations
will need to incentivise
consumers to transfer their data
to them and they will need the
resourrces to make use of that
data. We anticipate data analysis
and modelling skills playing a
more central role in the worlds of
start-ups and SMEs. Organisations
will become more adept at
optimising insight, identifying the
profile data they’re interested in,
and therefore extracting value
from data.

POSSIBLE INTEROPERABILITY
SCENARIO

NOW

The market is dominated by
walled gardens who restrict
access to data. The more
these platforms are used, the
more data they collect and
the more they can dominate.
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DATA COLLECTIVES
The imminent demise of third-party cookies is
putting more pressure on companies to find
alternative sources of consumer data and is turning
second party data from neglected bullet point in
data strategy presentations to a business-critical
topic. Data collectives in which organisations share
aggregated, anonymised and privacy compliant
data, are beginning to gain traction and we think
these may be commonplace by 2032. Data
collectives fall into two camps; those created for
commercial benefit and those created for social
good. The latter are already well-established, and we
anticipate strong growth in these as businesses
adopt a more purpose and value driven agenda.
They have tangible social benefit and companies
reap reputational reward.
Collectives for commercial benefit are a more
challenging proposition with companies nervous
about sharing data with competitors and reluctant to
face the technical challenges. That said, there are
numerous examples of such collectives; the 20th
century UK brewing industry sharing pub sales data,
the German publishing industry sharing readership
data from 2016 and the Korean spirits industry. We
believe the commercial benefit outweighs the
competitive risk in data collectives and could help
match the might of the data monopolists – giving all
organisations the potential to create rich data
profiles by combining data from sources that were
previously unavailable. Technologies such as clean
rooms allow data to be matched without
compromising data privacy and we believe that by
2032 contractual and governance standards for data
sharing will have been established.

DATA UNIONS
The third trend is data unions. These are the vehicles
through which individuals can manage access to and
earn money from their own data. In this model,
individuals permit a data union to collect, host and
use their data in return for payment or some other
value. An entertainment streaming union would
manage the collection of user data from multiple
streaming platforms and make it available to
interested organisations who could use it, for
example, for product development or to help acquire
new customers and improve engagement. The data
union would give its members the option to
determine which organisations could access the
data. Of course, the task of managing access to one’s
data would be as daunting as managing cookie
permissions today so it’s far more likely that access
will be granted at the category level. Perhaps in the
future we will choose to allow universities, charities
and B-Corp registered businesses to access our data
but exclude industries we dislike – a scenario which
would be a whole new spin consumer pressure.
Easier to effect than boycotts and more
commercially powerful than a Twitter campaign.

DATA COLLECTIVES
FOR SOCIAL GOOD
Many collectives have been set up to
share data for social good. Here are just
a few examples:

CDRC
(Consumer Data Research
Centre, UK) This collective makes
consumer related business data
(retail, transport, banking)
available to researchers in
universities. The CDRC acts
as an intermediary.

OPAL
Open Algorithms – This is a
not for profit organisation
with various founders including
Imperial College, Orange, World
Economic Forum. It analyses
private sector data
to provide insights for
development issues for
governments and humanitarian
organisations. OPAL pseudo
anonymises the datasets which
researchers can then use.
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Data unions are not a new idea, but they have
faced two significant challenges: the technical
complexity of managing access and payment
and the difficulty of persuading enough
individuals to join to make the data set
valuable. Blockchain can solve the technology
challenge – smart contracts and
cryptocurrencies can encode access
permissions and facilitate micropayments,
avoiding the need for 3rd party intermediaries
and manual administration. The challenge of
achieving viable scale, however, remains. It is
something of a catch-22. Companies will only
pay for the data if the data set is large enough
or of sufficient quality, but individuals are
unlikely to join a union without the promise of
tangible (probably financial) reward and these
rewards are likely to be very low value. Data
unions have great potential as a source of
customer data for advertisers and as an
alternative for companies such as CPGs who
struggle to collect 1st party data but we think
they will find it difficult to achieve the
necessary scale for success until interoperability
regulations are in place. These will enable them
to more easily and immediately obtain large
quantities of data without the need to build
data sets over time.

TO CONCLUDE
DATA UNION PLATFORMS
An interesting new phenomenon is the
emergence of data union platforms such
as Pool (pooldata.io) which provide the
software on which to run unions as well as
a governance framework to manage them.
We believe such platforms are one of the
catalysts necessary to turn the data union
concept into a feasible business model.

The topic of data control is complex and this
area of digital development is still immature.
We believe interoperability could have a
significant impact and models such as
collectives and unions are worth watching but
these initiatives will, however, be constrained
by what might be termed ‘data nationalism’.
Depending on your viewpoint, this trend is
motivated by a determination to protect data
privacy or data economies. Russia and China
are well known for their reluctance to allow
citizens’ data to be transferred internationally
and the EU is also strengthening its position in
this area4. Regardless of how data control
develops, what is abundantly clear is that the
value of data will be in figuring out how it will
be used, and therefore how it needs to be
modelled and accessed, rather than in simply
collecting it.

4 The recent Austrian Data Protection Authority’s decision that the use of Google Analytics violates GDPR (Google Analytics transfers consumer data to the
US where it could be put under surveillance by US authorities) is the first real world enforcement the EU’s 2020 CJEU ruling on international data transfers.
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CONSIDERED DECISIONING

BY 2030 DATA WILL BE
CONSIDERED A DECISION
MAKER, AN INFLUENCER
AND AN INPUT TO OUR
ACTIONS, NOT JUST A
RECORD OF WHAT HAS
HAPPENED. THIS IS A LONG
EMERGING TREND AND
TODAY’S CHALLENGE OF
‘TOO MUCH DATA, TOO
LITTLE INSIGHT’ WILL BE A
THING OF THE PAST. DATA
WILL ENVELOP OUR
EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE.
The Covid-19 pandemic has
accelerated our understanding of
data. Even the most data averse
guzzled graphs, grew familiar with
simulations, and learnt to distinguish
predictions from projections. We
saw the criticality of data to decision
making but we also came to
understand its limitations, “We’re
building simplified representations
of reality. Models are not crystal
balls,” Neil Ferguson. The pandemic
has had many unforeseen
consequences, but the
comprehensive education in school
level statistics must be one of the
most surprising.

MARKETING PREDICTIONS
The realisation that data has
limitations is a wake-up call for
marketers. We have become
captivated by the collection of data
and attempts to build an ever more
complete picture of customers – a
Sisyphean task given such data dates
from the moment it’s created and
therefore must constantly be
refreshed. Marketers have been
particularly enamoured with machine
learning (ML) networks for predictive
modelling and collecting sufficient
data to feed these ravenous beasts –
even if few of us would want to
explain how they work. The rather
muted role ML in pandemic analytics,
however, was a reminder that it’s not
the only predictive technique. By
2032, we predict a new maturity in
marketers’ approach to data based
decisioning; one that uses ML
selectively but also makes use of
computational and statistical
alternatives.

MARKETING SIMULATIONS
Predictive ML models are based on
correlation. During the training
process they find patterns in large
volumes of historical data that explain
how a desired outcome is achieved.
Once enough data is crunched and a
suitable pattern is found, the training
process is complete, and the pattern

5 Makridakis S, Spiliotis E, Assimakopoulos V (2018) Statistical and Machine Learning forecasting methods: Concerns
and ways forward. PLoS ONE 13(3): e0194889. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194889

or predictive model can be applied to
real world data. The model does little
to explain the cause that links input to
output, it simply finds correlations.
By contrast, simulations use domain
expertise to define the predictive
model, designing what input will
cause what outputs. In agent-based
simulations for example, domain
experts predict how agents will
behave and run that behaviour in a
variety of contexts – introducing new
external factors or changing small
elements of the agents’ behaviour –
to project probable outcomes.
The Washington Post’s Covid-19
simulations are a classic example of
projecting different outcomes for the
spread of the Covid-19 virus. They
looked at the impact of social
distancing measures and how these
could flatten the infection curve.
These simulations used expert
knowledge to codify how the agents
(humans) would behave in different
circumstances. In a socially distanced
society, there would be fewer
interactions between humans and so
fewer opportunities for the virus to
spread: the infection curve was
therefore flatter. Simulations use less
data and processing power, but some
also consider them more appropriate
for strategic decisioning because they
are based on causation and expertise.
There is even some suggestion they
are a more accurate predictive tool5.
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SWARM DECISIONING
Like simulations, swarm
decisioning uses human
experience and expertise to
predict outcomes. Unanimous AI6
have pioneered a technique,
inspired by the behaviour of
honeybees, in which small groups
of domain experts are asked to
make predictions about future
events such as sporting fixtures,
election results and the likely
impact of product launches and
marketing campaigns. Participants
are given just 60 seconds to
predict the outcome of these
events but even within that short
timeframe they can and are
influenced by each other. The
technique relies on domain
expertise amplified by algorithms
which weight strength of
conviction, and it has remarkably
accurate results. The prediction for
President Trump’s approval rating
at 100 days were accurate to the
integer even the prediction was
made before his inauguration and
at 41% it was by far the lowest
rating ever given to a US
president. We haven’t asked
Unanimous AI to predict the
future of Data in 2032 but it
was tempting.

SYNTHETIC DECISIONING
The availability of high-quality data
has always been the greatest
constraint on analytics – not least
the vast quantities required to
train MI models. Synthetic data is
an increasingly popular solution to
this problem. Generated from
mathematical rules and statistical
modelling, synthetic data reflects
real-world data but avoids many of
its pitfalls such as availability,
quality, cost, and privacy
constraints. When thoughtfully
created, it can remove the sort of
bias that can perpetuate
discrimination and include outlier
data that might otherwise be
missed. We agree with Gartner’s
June 2021 report where they make
the prediction that by 2030 most
data used in ML will be synthetic.

6 https://unanimous.ai/swarm/

60%

By 2032, therefore, we expect
analysts to be creating their own
business metaverse (miniverse?)
where they can play with data;
simulate the outcomes of different
scenarios, try out bold ideas and
test their preferred strategies
before implementing them in
the real world.

TO CONCLUDE
Although marketers will continue
to use ML for predictive modeling,
we predict a more balanced
approach in which other
techniques, especially those which
take a more strategic and expert
driven view, are also used. We
think expert driven techniques
have a significant advantage to ML
predictive modeling in that they

30%

use less data and less computer
processing power. Although
synthetic data will go a long
way to resolving the first
problem, by 2032, excitement
about the ML will be tempered
by awareness of the financial
and environmental costs. In such
a world, businesses will have a
more considered approach to
data driven decisioning; knowing exactly what business value
they are seeking and using a
portfolio of decisioning
techniques to help achieve it.
Synthetic data will lift the
constraints on analysts and
business leaders, allowing them
to create virtual versions of their
industry and markets and test
out strategies before they
implement them.
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SUSTAINABLE MARKETING
THE IDC PREDICTS 175
ZETTABYTES OF NEW DATA WILL
BE CREATED ANNUALLY BY 2025,
UP FROM 33 ZETTABYTES IN
2018…ONE BEST CASE SCENARIO
IS THAT ICT WILL CONSUMER 8%
OF THE WORLD’S ELECTRICITY
DEMAND BY 20307.”
The predictions for data growth were
already mindboggling, but the pandemic has
accelerated data growth as lockdowns have
forced a rapid and global shift online. At the
same time, the need to tackle the climate crisis
is ever more urgent. We stand by our previous
prediction that by 2030 externality taxes,
where companies are taxed for their
environmental impact (most likely starting with
carbon emissions), will be in commonplace.
When coupled with the predicted changes to
the data market we believe there will be a far
greater mindfulness in the consumption and
use of data amongst marketers and their
colleagues in the finance department.
Marketing’s impact on the environment might
seem small compared to companies in
manufacturing or raw materials sectors but we
are in the business of promoting consumption.
As the Creative Transformation Company WPP
supports clients as they embrace more
sustainable business models as our Digital
Sustainability Report explains8. Businesses are
beginning to put sustainability front and centre
- two thirds of our own clients now have
carbon reduction targets – and reducing the
impact of marketing is part of that. This is not
just about decreasing the impact of production
techniques, although that is an important factor
– it is also about addressing the downstream
impact. In 2021 WPP set up a net zero carbon
target for our own operations by 2025 and
across the supply chain, including downstream
ad placement emissions by 2030. As we
pointed out in the previous report, there is
currently little standardisation and reliable
measurement of the environmental impact of
marketing’s data use. This is not a problem that
requires cross industry effort and organisations
such as AdGreen9 are already bringing together
marketing agencies, clients and sustainability
experts to tackle the issue: their new carbon
calculator tracks the emissions from production
activities and is available to all. Initiatives such
as the Hogarth Sustainability Index are also
focusing on measurement – it gives clients

zettabytes
of new data at
2025

visibility of the environmental impact of
every asset, campaign and shoot. Reliable,
standardised measurement is the first step
to changing decisions and behaviour.
By 2032 it will be the norm for marketing
plans to include environmental as well
as commercial projections, and for the
work produced against media plans to be
net zero.

TO CONCLUDE
Sustainable marketing is a call to arms as
much as a prediction. The climate crisis
requires immediate action and the
standardization of how we measure our
impact is a critical first step for marketers.
We urge the inclusion of environmental
impact in marketing KPIs and for employees
to be incentivised to reduce the
environmental cost of their work.

zettabytes
of data at
2018

zettabytes
of data at
2010

2010

2020

7 Anders Andrae, sustainable ICT specialist. (2020), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020–01–25/cutting-back-on-sending-emails-could-help-fightglobal-warming.
8 ? https://www.wpp.com/wpp-iq/2021/08/digital-sustainability-2021
9 https://weareadgreen.org/
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CREATIVE DATA
Kickstart
When

Tue Apr 7, 2020 3pm – 4pm

Where

Telecon – Skype

Who

Peter@email.com
Sandra@email.com
Mel@email.com
Jack@email.com

GOING

CHANGE

Reminders
6

Marketing Webinar

2

ALERT

Respond to
meeting request

You have a meeting
in 10 min

Parent meeting

Elm Row
30 ft/9m

Facebook’s rebrand to Meta has
focussed the world’s attention on
immersive virtual worlds and their
growing importance to daily life.
Definitions of the metaverse vary, but
in 2032 we believe it will manifest as
a persistent, virtual environment, that
imperceptibly enhances and
augments daily life. That is, people
won’t consciously ‘enter’ the
metaverse to have an experience but
their virtual and physical worlds will
be intertwined, whether they are
socialising or working. In 2032 we
predict we will be sitting alongside
our colleagues (or their avatars if
they work remotely) whilst our
augmented reality headset displays
the latest campaign performance
data under discussion. The
metaverse will require new
techniques for buying and serving
adverts and delivering virtual
customer service, but we anticipate
a transference of established models
rather than genuine disruption.
Disruption is likely to be reserved for
product development as companies
experiment with NFTs. The current
NFT mania and where it will end is a
topic for another paper.

We also predicted that by 2030 data
would inform creative work rather
than be positioned in opposition to it.
Happily, we are already seeing ML
models gain acceptance in marketing
creative work as the power of
generative AI is becomes better
understood.

10 https://towardsdatascience.com/integration-of-generative-adversarial-networks-in-business-models-47e60263aec4
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IN 2030 VISUALISATIONS
WILL NO LONGER BE
TETHERED TO PERSONAL
DEVICES AND AUGMENTED
REALITY WILL BE
COMMONPLACE… OUR
EXPERIENCE OF DIGITAL
WILL BE IMMERSIVE
RATHER THAN
INTERACTIVE AND DATA
VISUALISATIONS WILL NO
LONGER BE CONFINED TO
2D DASHBOARDS AND
POWERPOINT.”

GANS
Generative Adversarial Networks are
gathering a lot of attention. They use
two networks; one which generates
data and one which evaluates that
data, to create a feedback loop that
improves the final sample. GANs can
be used to create realistic data for
training models and improving
synthetic images10 but we are
particularly interested in their role in
marketing creativity. At present, GANs
learn to produce samples that can
‘pass’ their own evaluation but their
essential content is still questionable.
For instance, a GAN might produce a
crisp image of a horse, but the shape
of the horse will be somewhat quirky.
When used together with another
popular technique, variational
autoencoder (VAE), the quality of the
content can be vastly improved.

VAEs produce samples by learning to
reconstruct an input so a VAE model
will produce an image of a horse that
is quite blurry but still recognisable.
VAE-GANs can create very realistic
looking samples and can be used for
more than just image creation;
videos, sound and text generation
are all possible.
At present, this sort of modelling is
largely experimental, used to
stimulate creative thinking rather
than generate creative assets, but
we are beginning to see GANs used
to create ecommerce product
descriptions and new clothing styles
and patterns; albeit ones monitored
and edited by humans. By 2032 we
expect to see routine use of such ML
models to create variations of
creative marketing assets. This will
transform the production of
personalised assets and product
variations and so our ability to scale
this work. It will be possible to
create original assets, but the
resources required to do so will
probably limit this type of use in the
short terms. We suspect too, that the
demand for human creativity will
continue; forever considered the
gold standard.

HE WHO WORKS WITH HIS HANDS
IS A LABOURER. HE WHO WORKS
WITH HIS HANDS AND HIS HEAD IS
A CRAFTSMAN. HE WHO WORKS
WITH HIS HANDS AND HIS HEAD
AND HIS HEART IS AN ARTIST.”
SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

TO CONCLUDE
Perhaps fittingly, the impact of data
on creative is the hardest to predict
but by 2032 the use of data will be
intrinsic to everyday creative work.
This will not be the end of human
creativity, however. Digitally aided
creative will be more like
craftsmanship – working to a brief to
create something useful – whereas
human creative will be seen as
something closer to artistry.
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THE DATA PROFESSION
FAMILIARITY WITH DATA WILL BECOME
THE NORM; EVERYONE WILL HAVE A BASE
UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT DATA CAN DO,
AND HOW TO INTERPRET IT. SAYING
‘I DON’T UNDERSTAND DATA’ IN 2030
WILL BE LIKE PRINTING EMAILS IN 2010.”
DATA SCIENTISTS
We also predicted a greater number
of data related jobs and in particular,
more clarity over the role of data
scientists. There are parallels between
data science careers today and those
of marketing technology developers
in the early 2000s. Before the
millennium companies had often
invested in large IT teams and
developed their own technology. As
we moved into the new century these
teams morphed into architects and
specialists who were able to
configure and integrate 3rd party
software: in the battle between buy
and build, buy had won. These days
the architects and specialists are
usually outsourced, with vendor
software so sophisticated business
users can do much of the work
themselves. ML modelling is taking a
similar, if accelerated, path. We no
longer expect companies to recruit
teams of data scientists, preferring to
leave model development to
specialist companies and big tech.
Nevertheless, companies still need to
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hire highly skilled data analysts to
work with the models, identify the
most effective business use and
implement them. In this rather
laboured analogy, we’ve reached the
‘architect and specialist’ stage. ML is
already common in much marketing
software but there is still a scope for
experimentation and innovation and
we see this continuing into the next
decade; we’ve not reached full
maturity by any means.

DATA USERS

87%

Nevertheless, by 2032, we expect
many companies to have outsourced
their core data analysis, giving them
more time to focus on how to get
business value from their data. By this
point, we will all have to juggle
commercial, ethical and sustainability
concerns, so highly skilled analysts
will be complemented by thinkers
from a range of backgrounds: social
scientists, economists, historians and
so on, who will be valued for their
different perspectives on how to use
data effectively.
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RECRUITMENT
Data is also shaping the job market in
a different way – through its use in
recruitment. HR departments have
been trying to use technology and
data to improve recruitment for some
time, although Amazon’s early
experiment with ML recruitment
where training the model on historical
data perpetuated a preference for
hiring males11, may have given some
pause for thought. But just as
customers are broken down into data
points in order to target them more
effectively, we predict employees will
soon be recruited for their individual
skills and experience rather than
previous roles, creating the possibility
of much greater transference
between careers and industries. In
this scenario, CVs and resumes would
be replaced by a much more
standardised lists of attributes;
potentially giving more weight to
easily classifiable achievements such
as training and certification.
The pandemic demonstrated that for
many knowledge workers, offices are
great for social networking but less
so for productivity. There are very few
reliable studies or accurate figures
but working from home does seem
to have productivity advantages;
not least because it’s quieter and
avoiding the commute saves hours of
time. It doesn’t work for everyone or
every industry but by 2032 we predict
hybrid and fully remote working will
be well established and employers
will no longer limit recruitment to
those within the commutable zone
of the office.
Take these ideas together and you
create a situation in which experience
and skills can be atomised and
recruitment can be global. Of course,

there are some serious obstacles to
this prediction. Both would massively
expand the task of recruitment and
data analysis software would be
needed to match the specific needs
of a job to the skill sets of a global
pool of candidates. It would require
enlightened thinking on cross border
freedom of movement as well as a
global agreement on the definition of
skills: a frankly daunting proposition.
Perhaps this prediction won’t quite
make it to reality by 2032.

TO CONCLUDE
By 2032 employees will be so
comfortable with data they will barely
notice its role in their decision
making. Given the ongoing disruption
in sphere of data control, we expect
far greater governance and
appreciation of ethics in data
collection, processing and use but
this will be well embedded into
business processes and second
nature. We see the data science
discipline maturing, skilled analysts
deciding how best to apply those
models in a commercial context and
businesses deliberately employing
teams with diverse backgrounds to
get the most value from data.
Data is here and those who
understand its opportunities and
pitfalls have the advantage. Which
means our advice to anyone who
thinks data is an unwelcome
distraction (in the unlikely event they
are reading this report) is to embrace
data. All future jobs will involve data,
so don’t be content to be a social
media user, rather be the person who
knows how the platforms’ algorithms
work. Don’t just talk about Grimes’
NFT cherubs , get to grips with the
data science behind them. Get
comfortable with data so you know
how to use it responsibly.

11 https://towardsdatascience.com/integration-of-generative-adversarial-networks-in-business-models-47e60263aec4
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TO
The world of marketing data is maturing and a more
thoughtful approach to data use is emerging. What’s exciting
is the innovation stemming from our awareness of the impact
of data use on society, the environment, and the bottom line.
The development of synthetic data for machine learning
models and the growing confidence in data cooperatives are
just two examples. It’s difficult to compete with the youthful
exhilaration of the next big thing, whether it’s the metaverse
or crypto or NFTs, but we hope we have convinced you that
in this new, mature data age, organisations need to know the
value of data use; its impact, its pitfalls and its opportunities.
We believe the organisations that will succeed are those who
decide to use their data thoughtfully.
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